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Abstract
Coal Seam Gas (CSG) activities have mobilised new political coalitions across
the traditional left/right political divide in the eastern Australian states. Through
the charting of these activities we propose the concept of ‘networked energy
citizenship’ to capture the tensions between fossil fuel capital and the rural and
urban alliances that form in response to a range of concerns and unexpected
connections. These include bubbling rivers, pipelines routes and new duties
thrust upon landholders. We emphasise the advantages of analysing online data
around energy issues as part of traditional qualitative data gathering. This article
reports empirical findings from a custom database of tweets around CSG issues
and theorises the politics of knowledge at stake in this challenge to stateappointed expertise. We apply the Economic Sociology concepts of ‘bridging’
and ‘brokering’, to analyse the distinctive structure of the online issue networks
around CSG; however, we remain wary of claims of predictive power which
tend to gloss the material conditions and political character of these networks.
For this reason, online expressions of concern around unconventional gas
should be understood as ‘events’ implicated in a wider set of economic, political
and techno-scientific processes.
Keywords: Coal Seam Gas, Office of Coal Seam Gas, NSW Chief Scientist,
Issue Network Analysis, Social Network Analysis, Protest, networked energy
citizenship, unconventional gas, carbon democracy, hydraulic fracture
stimulation, fracking, protest, Twitter, Web 2.0

Introduction
The ‘gas rush’ – the rapid expansion of shale, coal seam and other unconventional gas
production – has presented the United States, Australia and other countries with a
number of pressing questions about science, energy and citizenship. The flow of
cheap gas represents an epochal shift in politics and economies, marginalising
concerns about peak oil (Klare 2013; Mitchell 2013). Gas powered bus fleets have
been commissioned and rolled out as a result of falling gas prices and fertiliser plants
are being built in the United States rather than Asia where gas prices are higher 2.
However, a number of concerns have arisen about the environmental and social
effects of this new energy boom (Cleary 2012; Manning 2012). These include the
fugitive emissions from the ‘fracking’ process and associated health effects of living
near gas fields. In addition, the potential for aquifer contamination and conflicts over
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the use of water have mobilised protests spanning traditional left/right divides
between environmentalists and agricultural groups. The economic justification for the
gas rush was founded upon a demarcation between expert and non-expert knowledge
of water use, aquifer interference and other issues that these new protest movements
have sought to challenge, thereby turning matters of economic fact into matters of
concern (c.f. Latour 2005). Therefore, the stakes for regional communities are high,
especially with the rapid growth of unconventional gas production. Where shale gas
dominates the US energy landscape, the much shallower Coal Seam Gas (CSG) has
come to dominate Australia’s gas markets, accelerating from negligible volumes in
the mid-1990s to over 200 Petajoules 3 in 2010 (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Gross Production of Coal Seam Gas in Australia (red) and total estimate of resource life in
years (blue). (source: Geoscience Australia, Australian Gas Resource Assessment 2012 page 18)

Decades of testing and trialling gas extraction technologies have resulted in today’s
gas rush 4. Low combustion emissions from these trials have led many government
policy-makers to controversially estimate emissions and classify gas as a fuel with a
lower greenhouse gas footprint than coal. These estimates have included only a small
margin of error for well failure and a limited range of other accidents and leakages
(c.f. Hou 2012). The CSIRO has been commissioned to undertake lifecycle analysis
of emissions through a partnership with the industry, but this has proven controversial
both in terms of its potential validity and timing 5. Nevertheless, proponents have
pitched unconventional gas as ostensibly fitting a niche between growing demands for
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energy security from nation-states and a burgeoning international climate change
mitigation regime. Measurement controversies signal wider discord in so far as
security and ‘low emissions’ rationales for the technology have not translated into
public acceptance – quite the contrary. There has been a democratic deficit in
planning and consultation, captured by terms such as ‘adaptive management’ whereby
regulatory rationales have shifted from protecting existing environmental and social
interests to the needs of the industry to negotiate its pipeline routes and drill holes.
The industry’s expansion onto agricultural lands, in particular, has prompted the
creation of new collectives who challenge scientific claims of safety as well as
economic claims of efficiency6.
This article presents social media data from New South Wales public protest
mobilisations around the gas industry planning and regulation. The slower growth and
smaller scale of industry progression in New South Wales suggests that these protests
have been successful. Neighbouring Queensland has more successfully depoliticised
the industry’s growth through economic narratives (Mercer et al 2014). We outline
how new social protest organisations have emerged, providing information brokerage
opportunities between clusters of concerned social movement actors. In addition, the
central role of journalists and environmental bloggers in brokering information about
gas industry developments, is linked to the term ‘networked energy citizenship’ to
describe the contested knowledge politics of gas exploration and production, and their
associated socio-economic and planning regimes.
The intersection of energy and citizenship through networks conjured here is
deliberately both provocative and playful; energised populations, affected by
unexpected new connections between human and nonhuman participants: farmers
host environmental activists on their properties swapping knowledge about fertilisers
for lessons in Twitter use; videos of methane bubbling rivers near gas drilling sites
circulated among concerned groups. Citizenship, as we seek to develop it here,
invokes new understandings of duties and rights regarding land in the ‘third carbon
age’ (Klare 2013). The extractive capital shunned from choking urban life in the
Nineteenth century and built upon now depleted, distant fossil fuel reserves descends
upon rural and other non-urban settings.
Mobilisations around gas issues in this context are at once epistemological, political
and socio-economic in so far as they challenge domains of expertise that dominate gas
exploration and extraction and ask such questions as: are the assessments of gas
reserves a scientific issue for the eyes of state-appointed geologists only? Which
governing body licenses and gives authority to companies to explore reserves and on
what grounds? At stake in these questions are judgements about the suitable planning
and use for valleys, plains and forests in which gas-fields are planned.
We examine the ways network relationships, built on protest against gas industry
actions, are always actively curated by social movement participants, rather than
passively working within existing social clusters. Such dynamism might be intuitively
viewed as a general feature of social movements, so we additionally contend that the
material character of unconventional gas production and supply chains, particularly
the uncertainties surrounding the transformation of prospective gas reserves into
viable production, have significant effects on the structure of network relations in so
far as a variety of landholders and other actors are enrolled. The purpose of this article
is not to analyse the techno-scientific controversies around water allocation, aquifer
contamination risk, fugitive emissions and so forth in detail, but rather to show how
social movement mobilisation techniques have been adapted to the context of
unconventional gas contestation and land-use planning policy in Australia,
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converging on coordinated protests at State and Federal Parliaments. Thus our
concept of ‘networked energy citizenship’ is not reducible to contests in the domain
of science alone, but rather draws attention to science as a site where broader contests
over the suitability of energy technologies for a socio-economic community are
disputed. That is, the necessity for onshore gas producers to access a web of drilling
sites across agricultural and environmentally sensitive lands in New South Wales is
important for understanding the political forms that have emerged through the public
contestation of gas production in that area specifically, and in Australia in general.

From ‘Networks-as-Structures’ to ‘Networks-as-Events’
Energy issues around the ‘gas rush’ provide a novel site for assessing the relationship
between individuals, whether as citizen or consumer, and the material conditions of
their relationship to others. The relationship between individual and social structure
among Social Network Analysts has largely developed without consideration of the
material context of those relations. The first generation of Social Network Analysis
research emphasised how network properties like density, structural
equivalence/position, centrality and between-ness predict individual and collective
behaviour. Having developed in the 1960s in direct opposition to Parsonian structural
functionalism, this influential line of scholarship in contemporary American
sociological scholarship steered clear of the excessive emphasis on internalised
norms, values, ‘attributes and attitudes’ of structural functionalism. Combined with an
overwhelming preference for formal models and technical methodological innovation,
this meant that the cultural and socio-psychological meanings of ties were largely
bypassed and the focus was predominantly on interpreting patterns among types of
ties (White et al 1976, p. 245, Santoro 2008).The idea of ‘diffusion’ (e.g. Earl 2009)
shares this conceit by looking only at structural comparisons of growing networks –
materiality is absent.
Recent proliferation of computational work in disciplines as diverse as social
physics, computer science and epidemiology contributed to the idea that network
position constitutes actors’ identities and roles. Such simplicity is also the basis of
claims to the predictive power of network analysis. Networks, in these disciplines,
have been seen to serve as channels for attitudes, ideas and innovations which flow
from one node to the next in such a way that ‘the nodes and ties have an existence that
is independent of the cultural object, attitude, or practice that travels across them’
(Mische 2011, p.82). The social tie and its content were seen as being able to causally
impact each other but were ultimately deemed separate. In this way, a science of ‘the
social’ can chart network ties regardless of the reasons for their formation or material
conditions of contestation.
Later work (especially from the social movement literature where organisational
network boundaries are difficult to definitively chart) started to push the boundaries
of structuralist network tradition by reformulating social relations and systems of
meaning as co-constitutive and mutually evolving. In a programmatic exposition of
what has now come to be called ‘relational sociology 7’, networks were conceptualised
as “composed of culturally constituted processes of communicative interactions”
(Mische 2003, p. 258). Using new analytical methods, Mische (2003) and others
synthesized the epistemological with the political by analysing the structural
embeddedness of social movement actions.
We develop these concepts to compare and analyse social movement efficacy 8 in two
ways in this paper: Firstly, the largely successful twitter campaign against coal seam
gas expansion we analyse is less concerned with meaning-making than
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communicating a shared sense of threat and peril. Therefore we shift from meaningmaking of groups already constituted to the events and issues that underpin a shared
sense of perplexity and threat compelling new organisation. We term this a
methodological shift towards ‘networks-as-events’ to denote the study of the ways
social movements mobilise around techno-scientific issues. The shift from structure to
event helps draw attention to the political character of issue-networks through both
the process communicating affect and the role of particular objects of contestation.
Secondly, we follow Timothy Mitchell’s related argument that techno-scientific
structures of energy production have their own vulnerabilities, and therefore, are
shaped by technical and nonhuman domains.

Social Movements of Scientific Citizenship
The relationship between media platforms and social movements was complicated
long before the arrival of social media platforms such as Twitter. This relationship has
often been conceptualized as one of a struggle for wider public attention. Mainstream
media outlets have had a monopoly on public attention because they have had the
means of channelling information through broadcast and print media. These outlets
operate in existing political hegemonic frames which means that “certain actors [are]
given standing more readily than others, but certain ideas and language are given a
more generous welcome” (Gamson & Wolfsfeld 1993, p. 119).
A pertinent point of reflection is Latour et al’s (2012) suggestion that the new study
of networks has enormously increased the visibility of the material dimension of
networks. That is, protests and campaigning require databases, lists, computers and
servers to coordinate messages; they also require tents, tools and other protest devices
to assert influence over project sites. Several studies have examined the relationship
between the online and offline worlds of protest. For example, Pilny and Shumate
(2011) argue that online and offline networks among NGOs share many of the same
fundamental characteristics, especially social aims, financial ties and mainstream
media visibility. Gillan’s (2009) study of Anti-War coalitions shows the ways online
campaigning tools were integrated into a well-established set of protest tools by
activists. We seek to overcome the slacktivist-activist distinction, which relies on a
conceptualization of separate “real” and “virtual” worlds in a digital dualist
framework. In this way, we seek to build on the work of those such as Gillan (2009)
and others in seeking to examine how online and offline networks operate in concert
to understand why network forms become visible in online environments such as
hyperlink and new social media networks.The integration of new network analysis
into social movement campaigning has seen protest become less virtual 9 and the more
material, the more digital it has become, to paraphrase Latour (2012). Latour et al
(2012) do not seek to dismiss the ideas of society or network but rather to capture the
configuration of many heterogeneous elements into ‘collectives.’ Thus, materiality
denotes the practical means of mobilising a collective. Indeed, for Latour, the concept
of networks – and indeed societies – represents a methodological quirk developed
because of a deficiency of data-gathering techniques. Latour and his colleagues
overcome this deficiency by making apparent the ‘collective self’ engendered by
digital networking. Moving from the comparison of existent social structures to
‘networks-as-events’ helps to overcome this deficiency by showing the ways social
formations cluster around techno-scientific controversies and issues.
Many contemporary controversies around which new political networks form are
not solved by (more) science, but rather are a result of its practices. From
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environmental controversies such those around due process for a Coal Seam Gas
industry to AIDS activism 10, social movements are engaged not only in the ‘sociology
of the social’ but are contesting new associations of humans and nonhumans (Latour
2009). Sociological studies of risk and trust have challenged traditional divides
between nature and culture which underpinned ‘deficit’ models of citizen engagement
with science. The shift in emphasis from scientific practice as concerned with the
mastery of nature to cleaning up the side effects, such as spills, ‘monsters’, and
externalities of modern calculus and technological innovation that Beck (1992) calls
‘reflexive risks’. These are risks which render science simultaneously indispensable,
devoid of its imagined original validity and politically reflexive. The utility of the
nature/social divide is diminished by this development as the difference between the
source of the risks and their likely manifestations becomes decreasingly clear (Beck
1992). This ambivalent character of science in both risk assessment and management
means that threats existing in the real world and those imagined by humans cannot
easily be differentiated. This is because knowledge of them is entirely mediated
through the ‘sensory organs’ of science – experiments, theory, peer review and
technologies (Paladino and Simonelli 2013).
Such ambivalence is exemplified in the final report of the NSW Chief Scientist,
which warns that where “detailed hydrogeology is not yet fully characterised, there
could be unexpected events, learnings, or even accidents” (O’Kane 2014, p. iv). ‘Full
characterisation’ is not defined in the report, which later refers to ‘adequate’
characterisation of hydrogeology, which would be derived through expert judgement
of seismic, drill core and other partial technical scientific ‘organs’ (see also Manning
2012). The ambivalent relationship between citizens and science mediated through
such warnings of accidents means that the structure of the hyperlink and other
communication networks is instructive in illuminating how information flows around
new authority figures.
The rise of networked media, then, makes possible and visible knowledge flows
that can challenge incumbent and state-sanctioned frames of economic worth and
amplify unexpected events that show gaps in existing knowledge. Much of this
contestation occurs through the rhetoric of ‘facts.’ For industry proponents and their
media acolytes, ‘the scientific facts’ are the coal seam gas sectors’ ‘winning hand’ in
the battle for public opinion 11. In this way, networked scientific citizenship overlaps
with existing Sociological accounts of ‘citizen science’ typically directed towards the
‘Canonical’ (Shapin 1990) or ‘Traditional’ (Michael 2002) accounts of Public
Understanding of Science (PUS). Traditional PUS implies that it does not make sense
for society to be given the opportunity to speak back to science, except through the
representative channels provided by the State (Bertilsson & Elam 2003, p. 238). No
longer can the lines of communication between science and society be one-way from
state to citizenry. Sociologists have criticised the ‘realist ideology’ that polices
modern dualisms of fact and value by emphasising that
knowledge and its material embodiments are at once products of social work
and constitutive forms of social life; society cannot function without knowledge
any more than knowledge cannot exist without appropriate social supports.
Scientific reality … embeds and is embedded in social practices, norms,
conventions, discourses, instruments and institutions … the building blocks of
what we term the social (Jasanoff 2004b, pp. 2-3)
The assumption that there exists a measurable distinction between lay (irrational) and
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scientific (rational) knowledge means Traditional PUS performs a particular model of
citizenship – one challenged by new networked modes of engagement and protest,
precisely because counter-expertise can challenge and amplify uncertainties along
newly formed concerns. The networks of farmers and environmentalists we observed
online and offline exemplify such relations.

Carbon Democracy: Citizenship in an Age of Gas
The idea that techno-scientific reality ‘embeds and is embedded in ... the building
blocks of the social’ has been inventively pursued by Timothy Mitchell in his recent
work on ‘Carbon Democracy’ (Mitchell 2009, 2013). Two aspects of this argument
are particularly relevant here. Firstly, he argues that the specific properties of
hydrocarbon production chains relate to the kinds of political opportunities available
to social movement actors. Through the concept ‘Carbon Democracy’ he explores the
intersecting histories of coal, oil and democracy in the twentieth century. He closely
follows the methods of production, distribution and conversion of fossil fuels into
other forms of socio-technical organisation, financial circulation and political power
and turns to these in order to trace the ways in which the concentration and flows of
energy could open up democratic possibilities or close them down. He argues that,
“ignoring the properties of oil itself reflects an underlying conception of democracy”
(2009, p. 400). Mitchell’s target of criticism here is a view of democracy as
fundamentally the same, as possessing an essence and a universal character able to be
decoupled from the conditions of its inception and transplanted extraneously. This
universal concept of democracy criticized by Mitchell equally applies to Social
Network Analysis concepts of ‘networks’ in the sense that social ties are compared
and analysed without regard to the material conditions of their production. Rather, it
is only represented as a relationship between participants. A second area of relevance
is Mitchell’s suggestion the recent ‘Arab Spring’ was largely a ‘Facebook
revolution’ 12. Rather than embodying a universalist conception of digital, networked
citizenship, he points out years of concerted campaigning that culminated in what has
become popularly known as ‘the Arab Spring’. Decreasing oil prices and subsequent
food price spike fed into disruption through labour strikes and protests that were years
in the planning. These all culminated in a government decision to cut off the internet
– the regime “hacked itself” (Meister & Mitchell, 2012, p. 13)
On the other hand, for Mitchell, oil required an entirely different skill-set to extract
and very different political power structures. The locus of political power shifted from
miners to engineers working on the surface because it is they who assess reserves,
assemble drills and pipe crude oil to ships and refineries. Where coal requires
matching with particular power stations from its source, crude oil reaches its market
potential from the refining process. Thus crude oil-laden ships can set off without
knowing their final destination and receive instructions en-route once prices are
settled.
However, oil and gas share key components of their production chains. They are
both global industries of enormous technical complexity, incorporating satellites and
sophisticated sensory imagery to isolate subsurface targets for extraction (Willow
2014). Both require practical surface engineering skills to translate prospective
reserve data ascertained from possible or ‘contingent’ reserves to a demonstrated,
economically feasible resource 13. Such capacities of translation incorporate
proprietary knowledge, practical skills and scientific literacies often presented as a
key property of the success, vitality and competitiveness of contemporary economies
and technological societies (c.f. Barry 2005). Thus, the techno-science of the oil and
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gas industry, which includes multi-million dollar University research affiliations,
cannot be disentangled from economic discourses that exclude and marginalise other
land uses (Mercer et al 2014; Willow & Wylie 2014). This entanglement of the
economic and technical means that a key capacity of oil and gas expertise is its
flexibility in translating previously uneconomic reserves of unconventional gas into
production according to prevailing global prices – a key political component to
Mitchell’s Carbon Democracy thesis. Such moves are experienced as a form of
precarity and exclusion, as Wylie argues albeit in a US context:
Surface owners and residents of resource extraction zones are often the last to
know about the shale reserves beneath their feet. In many instances, the industry
is able to secure leases and access target resources before residents are able to
mobilise resistance. It is therefore vital to examine the oil and gas industry
systematically and structurally in order to understand how and why the isolation
of surface owners is produced. Oil and gas extraction is typically marked by an
enclaving process, through the establishment of what Andrew Barry (2005)
calls "technological zones," to which only certain people have access and in
which space and time are marked differently… Access to technological zones is
limited to employees, and their distinction from the surrounding landscape is
further emphasised by particular spatial and temporal arrangements (Willow &
Wylie 2014, pp. 227-8).
The contingent scale and temporalities of knowledge oil and gas production is an
event, in the sense that it requires a diverse array of socio-material processes to
coincide: broad scale estimates of reserves must be demonstrated to investors who
will risk capital on wells producing significant gas resources. Crucially, Mitchell’s
thesis does not depend upon an absolute decline of coal and rise of gas 14; but rather
on the presence of new patterns of fuel production that challenge existing economic
production based upon oil and coal. Indeed, Mitchell’s thesis leads us to think
topologically – across human and nonhuman domains and temporalities – in
considering energy citizenship. By topological thinking we broadly mean the shift
from thinking of fixed points in space to a relational understanding of processes such
as resource assessments and drilling practices. Such thinking also compels a broad
understanding of how the territorial boundaries of states – often thought to be fixed –
are bound up with the disputed techno-scientific processes of assessing and producing
energy resources.
Thus, the import of Mitchell’s thesis for the present discussion is the speculative
movement from resource assessment to production through contested land holdings.
In the state of New South Wales, farmers and other landholders have effectively
become enrolled in in vivo economic experiments to extract the most promising gas
resources. For these reasons, new social media platforms – primarily Twitter and
Facebook – have been pivotal in the mobilisation of protest and contestations about
the place of coal seam gas in Australia’s Energy Policy mix. The speculative nature of
Coal Seam Gas exploration and production means that much of the resource for the
Eastern Australian Gas Market has been identified in the Gunnedah Basin (Bradshaw
2012) bordering on the same highly productive ‘black soil’ agricultural lands in New
South Wales that saw the same exclusions and exemptions from gas extraction which
were won in Queensland (de Rijke 2013). Beginning with land use concerns raised by
effected farmers, to contestations of industry expertise and technologies such as
hydraulic fracturing or fracking, the economic viability of the onshore gas industry
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has grown into a full blown public controversy with refutations and media campaigns
by the petroleum and gas industry association. Traditional forms of civic protest
gained momentum, with online signature campaigns, calls to direct action, extensive
online discussion and mobilisation of the participative dynamics of Web 2.0 for
diffusing links to counter expertise and ‘citizen science’.

Methodology of data gathering
Examining the extent to which the properties of oil and gas matter to the structure
of public mobilisations requires as sophisticated sensory data and resources as the
industry itself. However, public interest research lacks such resources (Mercer et al
2014). A growing body of anthropological literature documents the experience of
living in gas fields in the United States through more traditional methods (Paladino
and Simonelli, 2013; Poole and Hudgins, 2014) and experiments in remote digital
data collection such as the WellWatch.org project (Wylie & Albright 2014; Wylie et
al 2014). This work has effectively documented the ‘tumultuous social and physical
transformations resulting from, and produced by, an unfolding frontier of energy
production that unsettles social, economic, and ecological landscapes’ (Willow 2014).
Thus the concept of energy citizenship moves ‘upstream’ from this site of contact by
examining the social structures that redistribute other knowledge of policies beyond
that sanctioned by industry and government to new audiences of policy-makers in
Australia. We interviewed several key participants (defined by the centrality measures
outlined below) as well as undertook regular reviews of mainstream media
publications on the topic. Our twitter database grounded these investigations.
The manner in which the online controversy around coal seam gas unfolded
provides rare insight into the exogenous limitations placed on social movement actors
with respect to their access to elite alliances, institutional patronage and ability to
effect enduring policy changes. We created a comprehensive dataset of scraped tweets
and digital content in order to trace the trajectory of this issue from June 2011 to May
2012 and in turn answer questions about variations in levels of participation,
conditions of crystallisation of emergent protest and subsequent movement success.
Our custom-built database captured a total of 54,479 tweets, 42,407 embedded
hyperlinks and 24,143 retweets along with platform dependent, already formatted
geotags and timestamps. We ran descriptive analyses for an overview of overall
trends and then coded and performed careful content analysis of a random sample of
every 10th tweet data.
Gathering a database of rapidly produced online data, such as tweets about
unconventional gas issues, is not a simple task. Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) change within platforms, meaning coding invariably involves much trial and
error. Initial trials were carried out using the Twitter Archiving Google Spreadsheet
(TAGS) v3.1 that harvests and stores tweets onto a spreadsheet. Given that this opensource software is built to handle keyword searches to capture twitter output from
conferences and other such small events, we experienced serious limitations in data
gathering. This related to the number of tweets that could be archived, reliability
off/from the online server and the inability of Google spreadsheets to handle the
volume of tweets as well as issues with initial keywords like ‘coalseamgas’ pulled in.
In the first month this was 18,000 unique tweets that included from and to user fields,
tweet text, geolocation and time stamp.
To overcome these limitations and to archive tweets in a systematic manner we
secured a dedicated server. We used a customised database software called
yourtwapperkeeper (https://github.com/jobrieniii/yourTwapperKeeper) to scrape and
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archive the twitter dataset. Customization was necessary for a number of reasons. One
of the major downfalls of this software was that it had to be manually started by a user
if the server it was running on crashed. Therefore, our developer built a script that
would be triggered on the reboot of the server that would restart the script. During the
outage, if longer than 5-10 minutes, a gap in data would occur as Twitter has a timelimit on how far back data can be searched through. Once this script was
implemented, the software ran without major interruption for a number of months.
Parsing live twitter streams for the keywords #fracking, #CSG, #lockthegate,
#gasland, #wewantCSG and other emerging trending topics, we gathered publically
available data on:
•

`text` - the actual tweet text

•

`user_id_str` - unique id of the user that sent the tweet

•

`in_reply_user_id` - if the tweet is reply to a user, id of user

•

`created_at` - time of tweet

•

'user_timezone`- timezone of user

•

'user_location`- location of user, this is user defined

•

`user_geo_enabled` - if user has enabled geo information

•

Number of followers

•

Number of people following

•

Their chosen language

This
information
was
available
via
Twitter’s
Streaming
API
(https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis). This method of data collection provided
higher quality data than other scraping options along with a reduced risk of a gap in
data. The downside of this implementation was that it was built from scratch by the
developer, and as result no Graphical User Interface was available. All requests to
review/slice data were done through the developer.
The script was written in PHP and the scraped data stored in a secure MySQL
database. The requests to slice data included splitting by keyword and only providing
data where users’ language was set to English. A number of the keywords were
common phrases in other languages such as Spanish. As a result, the database
required cleaning to ensure unrelated tweets were excluded. This assessment also
influenced our selection of hashtags. During high-traffic periods as many as 250
tweets were collected per minute. Another key challenge we grappled with was how
to filter by geo-location in order to exclude non-Australian tweets as only 1-2% of
users actually add GPS-based location data to their tweets. This made it difficult to
filter a Twitter stream for tweets from a specific area only. However, the content of
much tweeted media suggested that physical drill rigs were a significant site of
concern.
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Energy Citizenship in the Gas Rush
‘Energy Citizenship’ has recently been used to represent a range of actions and
subjectivities 15. For our purposes, the new and unexpected connections that have
animated the anti-CSG movement speak to the schism between usages of the term
‘citizen’ before and after industrialisation (c.f. Mitchell 2009). Contemporary usage
gravitates towards an increasingly globalised subject of a variety of rights, such as
freedom of expression, fair trial etc. (eg. Ryan et al 2014). However, prior to
industrialisation, ‘citizen’ denoted a peculiar class and urban status: “an ordinary
(city- or town-dwelling) person as opposed to a member of the landed nobility or
gentry on one hand or an artisan, labourer, etc. on the other” 16. The former definition
is most often deployed as a critique of state coercion and repression while the latter
implicated in nation-building through the construction of new duties upon rulers
(Moyn 2010). For the purposes of the present discussion, we simply note the
importance of a material and socio-spatial dimension to citizenship that is absent from
terms such as ‘netizen’ that generally express the former definition. Thus we wish to
avoid theorising the subject of energy citizenship a necessarily universal one, but
rather situated in concerns of place.
Our research found new alliances of ordinary people and landholders both
expressing concern and seeking to impose new duties and obligations on gas
companies. The alliance ‘Lock the Gate’ emerged in both our dataset and broader
media analysis as both the most prominent and politically diverse network. The
alliance comprises some ninety community groups including resident action,
conservation, and church-based groups together with traditional environmental protest
groups and Rural Greens 17. The concept of ‘Locking the Gate’ seeks not only to
prevent gas companies from entering land, but to prevent companies fulfilling the
requirement of their Petroleum Exploration Licences to undertake active drilling to
assess resource potential.
‘Lock the Gate’ has conducted several demonstrations, blockades (resulting in
arrests) and online campaigns staffed full-time to coordinate messages and counter
industry information. They also offer advice for landowners who wish to ‘Lock the
Gate’ against mining companies seeking to prove up the gas resources under their
land on their premises. Our dataset shows that tweets frequency are a proxy for
coordinated protest events culminating in more traditional forms of activism, such as
demonstrations at Parliament House.
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Figure 2: Coal Seam Gas Hashtags by frequency of public tweets over time

Figure 3: Notable events in mobilisation around various hashtags during March 2012. Note: First arrow
refers to peak on 6 March; Second arrow highlights 15 March 2012 protests

Events around March 2012 corresponded with Queensland elections (that had initially
raised the possibility of CSG becoming a pivotal matter of dispute and concern) as
well as key peaks in the volume of CSG hashtags which for the first time exceeded
#fracking, owing partly to the reactions to the release of three key policy frameworks
including the NSW Strategic Regional Land Use policy, NSW Draft Aquifer
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interference policy, NSW Draft Code of Practice for Coal Seam Gas Exploration.
The gas industry position, however, has been provided by Australian Petroleum
Exploration Association industry twitter handles like @RWilkinsonAPPEA, and
subsequently the @YES_CSGAlliance. Rick Wilkinson’s now moribund account
became relatively less active since the hotly discussed media campaigns under the
banner of ‘We Want CSG’ crystalised into a broader counter-campagin under the
hashtag #wewantcsg. Supporters like @Unlockthegates and @Fracking4future
emerged to put forward the position of Coal Seam Gas as a key to achieving future
energy security, as well as dismissing opponents as ‘unemployed’, ‘NIMBY’ and
unrepresentative of wider public opinion.
Coal Seam Gas issues are given international reach, in so far as they are discussed
by clusters of concerned but not directly affected ‘retweeters’ creating hashtag
communities and ‘ad hoc’ issue publics. This is because, as Marres and Rogers (2008)
suggest, “‘Global’ not as ‘level’ or institutional arrangement, but effect of network
practices that circulate information, people and things, in order to articulate objects of
knowledge, and of politics NGOs operating trans-nationally.” Research thus far
suggests that ‘retweets’ tend not to crystallise into more persistent direct action
interventions. Rather, they create a frame to manage content between multiple
audiences. That is, publics are cultivated around issues, rather than absorbing
information about science in ways the Traditional PUS model expects (c.f. Marres
2007). This suggests that networked energy citizenship is not so much a specific
characteristic of individuals but an event determined by the relevance of issues to
landholders and other political actors whose values challenge those of gas proponents
and their allies in government (c.f. Mercer et al 2014). Two sets of concepts stand out
in understanding the diversity of the social movements around unconventional gas
and also speak to its limitations: the concepts of bridging and brokering and active
‘audiencing’.
1. Bridging and Brokering
One prominent Social Network Analysis understanding of multiple audiences
envisages bridging as the movement between existent clusters of social networks.
This is commonly understood as a description of the power of ‘Lock the Gate’: an
alliance of farmers on one hand and environmentalists on the other. This emphasis on
mapping clustering patterns and bridging ties in Network theory draws from the work
of Granovetter and the proposition that a node’s position within large scale networks
is important because network outcomes are spatially distributed in a manner that
cannot be merely explained by one’s socioeconomic or geographic attributes.
Granovetter in his classic studies (Granovetter 1973, 1983) formulated that a defining
feature of social relationships is the formation of bounded groups and dense clusters
of strongly connected agents linked by ‘weak ties’ or ‘local bridges’ 18. Granovetter’s
(1973) concept of Bridging and Brokering has inspired a model for information
diffusion in a ‘social movement society’ (Meyer & Tarrow 1998). Given such a
structure, he claimed that the set of contacts one’s close friends had access to are
likely to be the same as those you know yourself. Therefore, novel information has to
reach you from another friend cluster, requiring a bridge between the two clusters
which in most cases is a weak tie. It is from here that he builds his central thesis of the
‘strength’ of weak ties in information diffusion in the way weak ties link otherwise
unconnected segments of the network and broker access to diverse information. For
example, information would likely travel between farmers on one hand, and
environmentalists on the other, with special individual brokers needed to transfer
information. 19
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This theory of information transmission partially explains how conversations
around major demonstration events are structured, with diverse actors entangled with
the issue of CSG. Figure 4 charts the diversity of this coalition, connected through
several key brokers. We saw mounting contestations about energy policy and its
implications for sectors with competing claims to land use such as the agricultural,
viticultural and other primary industrial sectors. A range of advocacy organisations
from traditional conservation based groups to direct action groups that have been
created with the explicit purpose of opposing Coal Seam Gas are active in the
conversations around this issue (Cleary 2012). Each group – from viticulture to forest
conversation – gives voice to a marginalised set of concerns put at risk by the
potential overflows of the industry’s expansion. Our site visit to one blockade found it
well-resourced and coordinated. Several participants wore t-shirts expressing
opposition to CSG (eg. No CSG) and ‘Lock The Gate’ signs were plentiful. There
was a social media bench where photos and information about the events were
immediately uploaded to twitter with hashtags carefully selected to cultivate
audiences for photos of gatherings and confrontations with police and other officials.
The choice of hashtags beyond simply those relevant for existent networks suggests
an active process of ‘audiencing’ material from protests. Thus, whilst the concept of
brokerage assumes multiple audiences, new distinctions between the inside and
outside of social clusters were always being remade around new sites of assessments
for gas drilling, assessment or production.
2. Curation as ‘Audiencing’
The other concept illustrating the diversity of social movements is active
audiencing. The distinction between ‘curation’ and ‘aggregation’ provides a useful
point of departure. Aggregation refers to the gathering of all data around, for example,
a hashtag; however, curation refers to the cultivation of useful information about a
topic. The concepts of curation and ‘audiencing’ speak to studies of how good ideas
are developed at hubs of otherwise unconnected segments (Burt 2003). They emerge
from the synthesis of disconnected pools of information especially if the tie is the
only link between otherwise unconnected clusters, such as those between church
groups, farmers and environmentalists. Tufekci’s (2013) concept of micro-celebrity20
partially helps to explain this dynamic: our data showed a mainstream media
journalist and Parliamentary party members in prominent positions disseminating
information and amplifying certain issues and messages. Audiences for and
participants in CSG protest thereby coalesced with mainstream media readers and
party members.
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Figure 4: Parliamentary protest Conversation Network Snapshot

On the top right of Figure 4 21 is a twitter user who has created a #fracking news tag
and curates, forwards and circulates everything pertaining to Coal Seam Gas to their
followee lists. A few sample tweets from a subsequent protest event are:
..the people who attended the rally are accidental activists, elderly people,
farmers..." said @NoCSGGurley.
#polaw http://www.moreechampion.com.au/story/188703/protestors-hit-sydney/
Hunter Valley vineyards threatened by mining encroachment (The Oz)
| http://www.theaustralian.com.au/executive-living/food-drink/mining-hasbecome-threat-to-vineyards/story-fn845mx8-1226345055188 | #nswpol
#agchatoz #POLAW
We see that the user who placed the #nswpol tag next to the tweet about mining
encroachment is consciously pushing that status message on to high circulation. This
hashtag is a high volume Australian political hashtag where developments in State
politics are raised 22 (Bruns & Burgess 2012). The hashtag #agchatoz stands for
Agricultural Chat Australia, a regular chat forum style hashtag used by farmers, and
#polaw for Protect Our Land and Water, created by the NSW Farmers' Association
and later adopted by ‘Lock the Gate’ alliance members as a slogan for
their Land Use Policy campaign. Thus, an important method for politicization is to
generate multiple audiences for articles and hyperlinks.
By deploying these hashtags for such diverse content as photos of drill rigs, videos
of bubbling rivers, documents about drilling, as well as sites of protest and blockade,
we see active politicisation and mainstreaming of CSG issues using the participatory
features of Web 2.0. These participatory features are powerful because individuals
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interpret their own relative position on the network in relation to influential nodes.
This is a clear case where users are actively building network relationships to
‘audience’ their content and thereby cultivating publics around concerns about Coal
Seam Gas.
Each different component of the network is well connected and overlaps. This
stands in direct opposition to red-blue polarised US blogosphere maps created through
Social Network Analysis (Adamic & Glance 2005). In our case, the use of network
clustering algorithms does not produce a network that correlates with profession or
political affiliation. A follow up interview with the central actor found that their
motivation was to promote the ‘newsworthiness’ of the event. This produced a high
centrality measure, but did not mean their ‘bridging and brokering’ role was related to
their ambitions as a social movement actor, but rather intriguingly points to the
embeddedness of twitter in journalistic practice and public engagement with issues.
Therefore, high centrality measures do not necessarily correlate with bridging and
brokering roles as some have argued (eg. Han 2009).
Our case study found that bridging and brokering were still important for selfidentified social movement actors. Brokering information and curating audiences
allow diverse social groups to mobilise against Coal Seam Gas issues. Gas shares
many of the same technical features identified by Mitchell (2009) in his Carbon
Democracy thesis: its extraction is governed by surface engineering, and its markets
are not qualified in the same ways he suggests coal mining is (mined coal must be
matched to use, gas is substitutable). However, ‘Lock the Gate’ has attempted to
exploit the susceptibility of gas extraction that echoes Mitchell’s analysis of coal. By
bridging diverse audiences and supporting blockades of exploration drilling, wider
demands of energy regulators can be made and the economies of gas exploration have
been disrupted in NSW 23. The point here is less whether the industry can be stopped,
than how diverse participants can be brought to bear on the issues of its extraction and
thereby provide new forms of scrutiny outside the incumbent government expert
regulatory mechanisms.

From Scientific Citizenship to Networked Energy Citizenship
Onshore unconventional gas production has brought new collectives into politics
that defy traditional left/right axes of current Parliamentary politics. These collectives
have contested the knowledge claims of gas companies and their regulators. Using the
case study of Coal Seam Gas in New South Wales, this article has introduced the
concepts of ‘bridging and brokering’ as well as active ‘audiencing’ to theorise how
new political movements have gained salience both online and offline around
concerns about aquifer safety, fugitive emissions and land access. We have suggested
that the redrawing of the demarcations of expert and non-expert in the overseeing of
Coal Seam Gas indicates that a new kind of citizenship – a networked citizenship –
has emerged to challenge Coal Seam Gas. This citizenship is networked because the
audience for specific political demands are cultivated through online social networks
as well as existing social networks of farmers and environmentalists.
The endurance of traditional protest forms such as marches on Parliament also
suggests that research concerns of social movement studies about worthiness, unity,
commitment and numbers of participants continue to be as relevant as ever. For
example, the backing of high profile journalists in mainstream media – leading to
committed coverage in Fairfax press – appears to have had a decisive influence on
policy. Future comparisons with other sites of industry expansion such as Queensland
(Mercer et al 2014) who do not achieve such backing could be a useful comparative
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site of analysis to test our concept of networked citizenship. The idea that new social
movement networks should be understood to be more material and less virtual does
not mean a rejection of the key insights from Social Network Analysis 24. Information
flowing across different groups and audiences is a general feature of contemporary
politics, made more visible with new network analytical tools. How then, does the
structure of energy systems and their opponents matter in the analysis we have
presented? Concepts of brokerage and ‘audiencing’ are key features of contemporary
social networks that are rendered visible through network visualisation tools such as
those we have presented here. Yet the topological thinking about energy citizenship
we implore requires consideration of both the material scale of the gas industry and its
speculative capacities – that is, its ability to render land economically viable for gas
production according to prevailing global gas market conditions. For these reasons,
the network analysis we present should, therefore, not be confused with predictive
models that are now gaining in popularity, as prediction overstates the links between
the nodes in the network at the cost of illuminating the issues that bring those nodes
into contact in the first instance.
Our concept of energy citizenship is therefore intended to convey why network
brokers are powerful and how structures form around matters of concern such as drill
rigs, measurements of methane emissions and other artefacts. Attending to the
material character of gas exploration – especially its encroachment onto farmlands –
and the use of social media devices such as hashtags to build alliances adds a new
dimension to studies that focus on such abstractions as rights and monetary resources.
Our research suggests that protests ‘audienced’ through online networks are not
simply directed at ‘falsifying’ scientific findings but rather at cultivating publics, that
is, creating communities that target and elucidate matters of concern. These matters
include policy documents and other nominal ‘political’ objects but also encompass
techno-scientific objects such as photographs of drill rigs, videos of bubbling rivers
and other concerning developments. In these ways, networked citizenship is defined
not just by the bridging of social networks, but the cultivation of audiences that focus
on objects of gas exploration, production and extraction, and the conflicted science
surrounding these.
The unexpected nature of these connections and threats also relates to an important
political dimension of their use on twitter generally. Twitter’s timeline is not
algorithmically filtered, unlike Facebook’s. Many noted that news of recent race riots
in Ferguson, Missouri were absent from their Facebook newsfeeds, whilst prominent
in their twitter feeds (Tufekci 2014). This results from certain key words such as
‘congratulations’ being valued more highly in the Facebook feed algorithm, whilst
other terms – in this case, associated with concerns about race relations – assigned
with lower value. As Tufekci states,
I have witnessed Twitter network’s ability to surface unexpected content again
and again, from matters small to large. It’s true, Twitter can be rife with rumors,
some false, especially at times of protests, disaster or other crises. But the speed
with which the correct information is also surfaced is even more impressive and
only possible because the network quickly surfaces it, with each node filtering
news through judgment and experience (2014).
This filtration through judgement and experience is not reducible to science in the
sense that judgements about the economic worth of the gas industry are also intrinsic
to the decision to spread information. Indeed, protest movements in the Northern
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Rivers of NSW have disputed the attempt by the industry to frame debate about the
safety and suitability of gas production as conclusively resolvable by reference to
science. The recent strategic decision to change their name from ‘CSG-free’ to
‘Gasfield-free’ incorporates the planning politics implied by wider contestation. For
these reasons, traditional Enlightenment models of PUS poorly describe how these
publics are mobilised because these models expect a continuum of knowledge from
lay to expert.
Nevertheless, networked energy citizenship as we have characterised it, redraws
this boundary by engaging with the overflows of energy production in novel ways that
still render assessments by State scientific bodies useful. The recent review of the
science of aquifer interference by the Chief Scientist of NSW in response to online
and offline campaigning exemplifies this. Further research could examine how
scientific findings are circulated online, both through endorsement and contestation.
Our concepts of ‘audiencing’ and ‘bridging and brokering’ suggest such
dissemination will not be a linear movement from science to society but rather be
assessed by key, trusted individuals who will likely have institutional affiliations as
do journalists or through political parties. The emerging dimensions of gas industry
mobilisation we have documented suggest networked campaigning is now an
important aspect of the redrawing of central principles of contemporary scientific
citizenship; namely who is qualified to define energy futures and what constitutes
adequate oversight of those energy technologies.
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intermediate when it is weak.’
19

Previous social movement research confirms the critical role of brokers and
even argues that leadership and influence can be understood as a function of
network position and the capacity to bridge otherwise disjointed clusters. In a
study of alliance and collaboration patterns, Diani demonstrates that removing a
few key nodes in a network of NGOs in the Italian environmental movement (in
the mid-1980s) would have destroyed the possibility for communication and
coordination between subgroups rendering the movement incohesive and
ineffectual. See Diani, M. (2003). Leaders or Brokers? Positions and Influence in
Social Movement Networks” in Social Movements and Networks. Relational
Approaches to Collective Action ed. Mario Diani and Doug McAdam.

20

Micro-celebrity refers to “… politically motivated non-institutional actors who
use affordances of social media to engage in presentation of their political and
personal selves to garner public attention to their cause, usually through a combination of testimony, advocacy, and citizen journalism. The phrase should thus be
understood on conceptual grounds rather than as either a judgment or an
evaluation of worthiness or of privilege—which, in any case, is expressed through
the privilege of attention and status whereas the activist himself or herself often
remains in considerable danger from repression.” (Tufekci, 2013:850)
21

In Figure 4, the node sizes in the graph depend on a network measure for
influence called ‘betweenness centrality’ which is an indicator of not of how
many followers one has but of one’s relational position within the network as
affecting access to and brokerage of information between two or more otherwise
unconnected clusters. It is a measure of how many of the shortest paths between
two others an actor lies on. The nodes have been carefully and systematically
coded according to attributes based on self-published, public profile information.
22
While accurate figures for hashtags are hard to ascertain, Bruns and Highfield
(2013) estimate that the #auspol hashtag community (a similar but more popular
umbrella hashtag for the general discussion of domestic political issues) averaged
over 5000 tweets per day and over one million tweets in the first half of 2012.
Therefore, the many users who appended #auspol to their tweets about CSG,
strategically made their content available to a pool of around 26,290 politically
engaged and highly active unique users (figures from a sample gathered over 8
Feb. to 8 Dec. 2011 – Bruns and Stieglitz 2012).
23

In response to the protests at Parliament House described above, the New South
Wales Government commissioned the Chief Scientist to review CSG activities in
NSW, see http://www.chiefscientist.nsw.gov.au/coal-seam-gas-review with the
final report published in September 2014. The Land and Water Commissioner was
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also created http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/lw-commissioner (viewed 10 Oct 2013)
to ‘Provide guidance to landholders and the community in relation to applications
for mineral and petroleum (including coal seam gas) exploration licences
throughout the state; Oversee land access agreements; and Provide advice to
government on applications for exploration or production activities.’ The creation
of the Office of Coal Seam Gas represents the culmination of these protests, with
an information portal on groundwater monitoring and other scientific projects
aimed at reassuring the community about the safety of the industry:
http://www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/landholders-and-community/coalseam-gas (viewed 21 Sept, 2014)
24
In this sense, we are inspired by Mackenzie’s (2009) concept of Material
Sociology, which sought to add, rather than compete with Economic Sociology by
adding new concepts of agency to the field that enhance reflexive understanding
how theories can ‘perform’ their objects.
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